Arsenic trioxide synergizes with everolimus (Rad001) to induce cytotoxicity of ovarian cancer cells through increased autophagy and apoptosis
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Abstract

Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin pathway plays a key role in the tumorigenesis of a variety of human cancers including ovarian cancer. However, inhibitors of this pathway such as Rad001 have not shown therapeutic efficacy as a single agent for this cancer. Arsenic trioxide (ATO) induces an autophagic pathway in ovarian carcinoma cells. We found that ATO can synergize with Rad001 to induce cytotoxicity of ovarian cancer cells. Moreover, we identified synergistic induction of autophagy and apoptosis as the likely underlying mechanism that is responsible for the enhanced cytotoxicity. The enhanced cytotoxicity is accompanied by decreased p-AKT levels as well as upregulation of ATG5–ATG12 conjugate and LC3-2, hallmarks of autophagy. Rad001 and ATO can also synergistically inhibit tumors in a xenograft animal model of ovarian cancer. These results thus identify and validate a novel mechanism to enhance and expand the existing targeted therapeutic agent to treat human ovarian cancer.
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Introduction

Ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cancer in women and the leading cause of death among gynecological malignancies. It was reported that 21,880 women were diagnosed with ovarian cancer and 13,850 died from this disease in 2010 in the United States alone, and the overall 5-year survival rate from 1999 to 2006 was 45.6% (Sfakianos & Havrilesky 2011). The standard systemic treatment for advanced ovarian cancer is combination chemotherapy, using platinum-based drugs such as cisplatin coupled with paclitaxel. Because conventional chemotherapeutic agents target rapidly dividing cells including normal white blood cells, gastrointestinal epithelial cells, and hair follicle cells as well as cancer cells, significant side effects are common. In addition, chemoresistance often occurs, leading to death of the patients (Nick et al. 2011). Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop targeted systemic therapies.

The phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)–AKT–mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway is a major signaling pathway promoting cellular proliferation in many cancer types including ovarian cancer (Bartholomeusz & Gonzalez-Angulo 2012). Rapamycin or its derivative, everolimus (we will refer to Rad001, which is a more stable derivative, hereafter),
has shown therapeutic effect in certain cancers such as advanced kidney tumor and neuroendocrine pancreatic tumor. Rad001 inhibits the proliferation of ovarian cancer cell growth in vitro and in vivo (Mabuchi et al. 2011). Unfortunately, despite some reported benefits, the clinical results of Rad001 as a single agent have been less than encouraging (Guertin & Sabatini 2007, Liu et al. 2009). A likely explanation for the limited efficacy of Rad001 is that inhibition of mTOR leads to compensatory activation of other signaling molecules, leading to continued proliferation of the cancer cells (Liu et al. 2009). Accumulating evidence suggests that combinations of Rad001 with chemotherapeutics such as paclitaxel and cisplatin can induce a stronger apoptotic response and enhanced antitumor effects compared with single-agent therapy (Mondesire et al. 2004, Campone et al. 2009). Because combination therapies have the potential to inhibit multiple pathways simultaneously, it is more likely to achieve superior therapeutic efficacy and decreased side effects (Mazzoletti et al. 2011).

Arsenic trioxide (ATO) is an effective chemotherapeutic drug for the treatment of acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL; Qian et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2009, Chiu et al. 2011). The remarkable efficacy of ATO in the treatment of APL has led to much interest in its anticancer activity and underlying mechanism in other malignancies. Here, we report the synergistic anticancer effect of ATO with Rad001 and the underlying mechanisms in human ovarian cancer cells in vitro and in vivo. We found that the enhanced cytotoxic effect of Rad001 combined with ATO was through enhanced induction of autophagy and apoptosis. In addition, we found that inhibition of PI3K/AKT signaling pathway is likely the underlying mechanism for induced autophagy and apoptosis. These findings suggest a potentially more efficacious therapeutic strategy for ovarian cancer.

Materials and methods

Materials

The SKOV3 and OV2008 cell lines were kindly provided by Dr Dorigo of Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at UCLA. Both cell lines used in this study were passaged for fewer than 6 months after resuscitation. Fetal bovine serum (FBS), RPMI 1640 medium, DMEM, sodium pyruvate, L-glutamine, penicillin, and streptomycin were purchased from Hyclone (Logan, UT, USA); ATO and Rad001 were from Sigma; CellTiter Glo assay was from Promega; Caspase-3/7 Assay Kit was from Anaspec (Fremont, CA, USA); Annexin V apoptosis detection Kit was from eBioscience (San Diego, CA, USA); Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent was from Invitrogen (New York, NY, USA); rabbit anti-IC-3 polyclonal antibody was from GenScript (Piscataway, NJ, USA); rabbit anti-Beclin1, rabbit anti-cleaved caspase-3, and rabbit anti-PARP1 polyclonal antibodies, antibodies recognizing p70S6K, phospho-p70S6K (Thr389), AKT, phospho-AKT (Ser473), 4E-BP1, p-4E-BP1 (Thr37/46), eIF-4E, p-eIF-4E (Ser209), c-Jun-NH2-terminal kinase (JNK), and p-JNK were from Cell Signaling (Danvers, MA, USA); rabbit anti-Atg5 monoclonal antibody was from Epitomics (Burlingame, CA, USA); rabbit polyclonal antibody to SQSTM1/p62 (sequestosome 1) was from GeneTeX (Irvine, CA, USA); and mouse anti-β-actin antibody was from Sigma.

Cell culture

SKOV3 cells were maintained in DMEM containing 10% FBS, penicillin–streptomycin, l-glutamine, Na+ pyruvate, and OV2008 cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS and penicillin–streptomycin. Cells were grown at 37 °C with 5% CO2.

Cell relative luminescence units, viability, and combination index

The cells were seeded into the 96-well plate at 3×103 cells/well. After 48 h, SKOV3 cells were treated with DMSO, 0.047–0.746 μM Rad001, 1.399–22.380 μM ATO, or a combination of the two for 18 h. OV2008 cells were treated with DMSO, 0.180–2.80 μM Rad001, 6.00–98.00 μM ATO, or a combination of the two for 18 h. Cells were plated in triplicates for each treatment group. Relative cell luminescence units were obtained using the Promega CellTiter Glo assay according to manufacturer’s instructions. The compound interactions were analyzed with CalcuSyn software (version 2.1, Biosoft, Cambridge, UK) to determine the combination index (CI) for the combinatorial treatment of Rad001 and ATO. The SKOV3 and OV2008 cells were also treated with compounds for 18 h and analyzed with Trypan Blue staining.

GFP-LC3 analysis

The cells were transfected with GFP-LC3 plasmid using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent. After 24 h, the medium was changed, and the SKOV3 cells were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.37 μM), ATO (11.19 μM), or a combination
of Rad001 (0.37 μM) and ATO (11.19 μM) respectively for 18 h. The OV2008 cell lines were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.35 μM), ATO (12.00 μM), or a combination of Rad001 (0.35 μM) and ATO (12.00 μM) respectively for 18 h. The cells were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. The cells were washed twice with PBS and stained with DAPI and observed under a fluorescence microscope (Eclipse 90i slide scope) with 40× lense.

**Protein analysis**

The cultured cells were washed with cold PBS and lysed with lysis buffer (20 mM KCl, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 50 mM NaF, 50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 1 mM EGTA, 1× protease inhibitor, 10% glycerol) for 30 min on ice. The cells were centrifuged for 20 min at 4 °C. The protein concentration in the supernatant was determined with the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad). Equal amount of protein was loaded on 8 or 15% SDS–polyacrylamide gels and transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membrane. The membrane was blocked with nonfat dry milk for 1 h, incubated with primary antibody in nonfat dry milk overnight, washed with PBS/0.1% Tween 20 for 1 h, incubated with secondary antibody for 1 h, 30 min, incubated with secondary antibody for 1 h, and detected with enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA).

**Caspase-3/7 activity analysis**

Equal numbers of SKOV3 and OV2008 cells were seeded into the 96-well plates. After 24 h, SKOV3 cells were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.37 μM), ATO (11.19 μM), or the combination respectively for 18 h. OV2008 cell were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.35 μM), ATO (12.00 μM), or the combination respectively for 18 h. The caspase-3/7 activity was measured by the SensoLyte Homogeneous AMC Caspase-3/7 Assay kit after reaction for 1 h. All the experiments were carried out in triplicates.

**Analysis of apoptosis**

After 18 h treatment, the SKOV3 and OV2008 cells were collected. The apoptosis was quantified by Flow cytometry with Annexin-V 7-AAD apoptosis detection Kit following the manufacture’s guidelines. The Annexin V fluorescence was quantified with Flow Cytometry (BD FACSDiva Software v6). The percentage of Annexin V-positive cells was analyzed by FlowJo (Version 7.6.4). All the experiments were performed in triplicates.

**Ovarian cancer xenograft**

Six-week-old severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice were obtained from the UCLA Division of Laboratory Animal Medicine. The mice were inoculated with 100 μl (50% Matrigel/PBS) SKOV3 cell suspension (3×10^6) to both dorsal flanks of the mice with 25-gauge syringes. When the tumor size reached between 90 and 100 mm³, the mice were randomly divided into control, Rad001, ATO, and combination groups. Rad001 and ATO were delivered intraperitoneally at 1 and 2.5 mg/kg per day respectively. The tumors were measured every 4 days with a caliper. These tumor measurements were converted to tumor volume using the formula \(V=0.52×L×W^2\), where \(W\) and \(L\) are the smaller and larger diameters. Animal body weight was also weighed the same day when tumor size was measured. On day 32, all the mice were killed, tumors dissected, and collected. All the animal experiments were conducted according to the protocol approved by the University of California, Los Angeles Animal Research Committee (ARC).

**Statistical analysis**

The normalized isobologram analysis and bars were performed with CalcuSyn software (version 2.1, Biosoft) and Microsoft Excel 2003 respectively. With median effects model, described by Chou (2010), the multiple compound dose–effect calculations were performed. CI values of <0.9, >0.9 and <1.2, >1.2 was considered as being synergistic, additive, and antagonistic respectively. Statistical analysis was performed by two-sided t-test. \(P\) value <0.05 was regarded to be statistically significant.

The statistical significance of the differences in tumor volumes between treatment and control groups were determined by one-way ANOVA followed by the Dunnett’s test. Statistical analyses of body weight were performed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test. The level of significance was set at \(P<0.05\). Statistical calculations were performed using the SPSS version 13.0.

**Results**

Synergy of Rad001 and ATO in reducing viability of SKOV3 and OV2008 ovarian cancer cell lines

PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling module plays a central role in many human cancers including ovarian cancer. However, inhibitors of this pathway such as Rad001 have limited therapeutic efficacy for ovarian cancer as a single agent (Liu et al. 2009), likely due to
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activation of compensatory pathways, which has been widely reported (Bartholomeusz & Gonzalez-Angulo 2012). Recent preclinical studies have demonstrated that ATO can inhibit the growth of a variety of tumors in various models (Goussetis et al. 2010, Smith et al. 2010, Chiu et al. 2011, Martinez-Outschoorn et al. 2011). As a high concentration of ATO is required, it can cause significant side effects, limiting its clinical utility.

If two drugs can synergize with each other, it is possible to achieve superior efficacy while decreasing side effects. Therefore, we tested whether Rad001 and ATO could synergize to inhibit the growth of ovarian cancer cells. As shown in Fig. 1A, the combination of these two agents can decrease cell number by > 50% than each agent alone in both SKOV3 and OV2008 cells, two of the most commonly used ovarian cancer cell lines. To confirm that the observed effect on cell number by the combination of Rad001 and ATO is truly through synergy, we performed a detailed, systematic study using each of the two compounds at varying concentrations and monitored ATP content as a surrogate of cell number. As shown in Fig. 1B, dose-dependent decrease of cell number as measured by ATP contents was seen in SKOV3 and OV2008 cells when the cells were treated with either Rad001 or ATO. When these cells were treated with the combination of the two compounds, there was significantly more decrease in relative cell luminescence units in both cell lines (Z-axis) compared with treatment with either Rad001 or ATO alone (Fig. 1B). CI, a measure of synergistic activity of two compounds, was determined with the CalcuSyn software program, which confirmed significant synergism of the two compounds (Fig. 1C). For example, for SKOV3 cells, treatment with either 0.37 μM Rad001 or 11.19 μM ATO alone resulted in 12.71 and 31.51% reduction in cell number respectively. However, there was 67.60% reduction of cell number when the two compounds were combined (CI=0.76). Mixture–Algebraic estimate analysis, performed with CalcuSyn software, showed a strong synergy for most of the combinations of two compounds at various concentrations for the two cell lines (data not shown), suggesting that synergy is not limited to a particular threshold concentration of either of the two compounds.

**Combination of Rad001 and ATO synergistically induces cell death through apoptosis in SKOV3 and OV2008 ovarian cancer cells**

We performed trypan blue staining of the cells after treatment with each agent alone or in combination. As shown in Fig. 2A, there was a significant decrease in live cells (trypan blue negative) in each cell line after combination treatment compared with single-compound treatment (P < 0.05), suggesting that the combination treatment induced a significant reduction of cell viability. This was further confirmed with the analysis of proteins involved in apoptotic cell death. When SKOV3 and OV2008 cells were treated with vehicle (DMSO), Rad001, ATO, or their combination for 18 h, there was a significant increase in the cleaved form of apoptosis marker PARP in cells that received combination treatment (Fig. 2B). This was accompanied by the induction of cleaved form of caspase-3 as well as the induced activity of caspase-3/7 (Fig. 2C), suggesting that apoptotic pathway was activated in response to the combination treatment. As shown in Fig. 2D, combination of Rad001 and ATO increased the fraction of apoptotic cells more significantly than single-agent treatment. Thus, we conclude that combination of Rad001 and ATO can result in synergistic cytotoxicity through activation of the apoptotic pathway.

**Combination of Rad001 and ATO synergistically induces autophagy in SKOV3 and OV2008 ovarian cancer cells**

It has been reported that Rad001 and ATO can each induce autophagy (Mabuchi et al. 2007a,b, Smith et al. 2010). Therefore, we next determined whether combination of the two drugs synergistically inhibits ovarian cancer cells through increased autophagy, as autophagy can also result in cell death (type II cell apoptosis). A hallmark of autophagy is the enhanced conversion of microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 (LC3-1) to its faster-migrating form LC3-2. Another measure of autophagy is the size and number of p62 bodies and the levels of p62 protein, a polyubiquitin-binding protein that is thought to facilitate autophagic degradation of ubiquitinated protein aggregates. Inhibition of autophagy leads to an increase while induction of autophagy results in a decrease of p62 protein (Bjorkoy et al. 2005). As shown in Fig. 3A, there was substantially more LC3-2 after combination treatment compared with treatment with either Rad001 or ATO alone, and this was accompanied by a decrease in p62 protein level, suggesting that the combination of Rad001 and ATO can synergistically induce autophagy. We also examined the abundance of autophagosome in the tumor cells. Autophagosomes are characterized by membranous structures with double or multiple membrane layers. Transmission electron microscopic analysis of the cells demonstrated that the cells treated
Figure 1 The combination of Rad001 and ATO induces a synergistic reduction of cell number (measured in luminescence units) in ovarian cancer cells. (A) ATO can collaborate with Rad001 to reduce cell number in SKOV3 and OV2008 cells. Rad001 (0.3 μM), ATO (12 μM), or their combination was used to treat SKOV3 or OV2008 cells for 18 h followed by Celltiter Glo assay to measure cell number. (B) A gradient dose of Rad001, ATO alone, and in combination was used to measure cell luminescence units as in A (X-axis: Rad001 μM, Y-axis: ATO μM, Z-axis: 1-(treated luminescence unit/control luminescence unit)). Each bar in this 3D display represents relative cell loss in response to the compound treatment alone or in combination. A complete cell loss is equal to 1, while the value for cells without drug treatment is set to 0. A higher bar indicates a more severe cell loss. In this manner, it is visually clear that there is more severe cells loss with higher concentrations of the compounds and their combination. (C) Normalized isobologram analysis shows synergistic interactions of the two compounds in ovarian cancer SKOV3 and OV2008 cell lines. Normalized isobologram assays were performed with CalcuSyn software, which calculates the dose effect with the median effect method described by Chou (2010). Depending upon the location of the bar on the isobologram, combinations of the compounds can result in cell death in a synergistic, additive, or antagonistic manner as outline in the graph. A large number of combination groups of Rad001 and ATO are below the line, indicating synergistic killing of the ovarian cancer cells by the two compounds.
with the two compounds in combination had significantly increased number of vacuoles in comparison to single-agent treatment (Fig. 3B), again confirming that there was a synergistic induction of autophagy. The quantification of this increase is shown in Fig. 3C.

Autophagosomes can also be visualized through the expression of GFP-LC3, which upon autophagosome formation becomes clustered on the membrane vesicles and visible as a ring structure under the fluorescent microscope. This analysis as shown in Fig. 3D demonstrates that there were more punctuate GFP-positive vesicles in response to the combination treatment compared with single-agent treatment in both SKOV3 and OV2008 cells (lower panel of Fig. 3D). Consistent with the increase of autophagy in response to the combination treatment, we also found that Atg5–Atg12 conjugate, which is involved in the first of two ubiquitination-like reactions that control autophagy, was increased in the two cell lines treated with the two compounds simultaneously (Fig. 4A). Therefore, we conclude that there was a synergistic induction of autophagy in response to the combinatorial treatment of Rad001 and ATO, likely leading to autophagic cell death.

**Combination of Rad001 and ATO decreases the expression of p-AKT and p-4EBP1, which are critical for autophagy and apoptosis**

Autophagy is a type of programmed cell death important in preventing cell aging and providing the energy required for cell survival and repair during environmental stresses such as hypoxia, infection, and nutrient starvation (Jin & White 2007, Chen & Karantza-Wadsworth 2009, Lozy & Karantza 2012). Two main pathways that regulate autophagy in response to starvation are the class I PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling pathway and the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)/extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) signaling pathway. The activation of AKT/mTOR pathway has been negatively associated with autophagy (Jin & White 2007, Chen et al. 2010). To determine whether reduction of phospho-AKT might be responsible for the induction of autophagy in the above experiments, we examined the expression level of AKT as well as its activation status as reflected by the phosphorylation of AKT. As shown in Fig. 4B, there was substantially less p-AKT in response to the combination treatment in comparison with single-agent treatment. It is known that inhibition of mTOR...
Figure 3 Rad001 and ATO combination synergistically induces autophagy in SKOV3 and OV2008 cells. Autophagy was analyzed after 18 h of drug treatment. SKOV3 cells were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.37 μM), ATO (11.19 μM), or their combination. OV2008 cells were treated with DMSO (control), Rad001 (0.35 μM), ATO (12.00 μM), or their combination.

(A) Upregulation of LC3-2 and downregulation of P62 in SKOV3 and OV2008 cells treated with combination of two compounds. (B) More autophagosomes (arrows) were observed in the electron microscopic images from cells treated with Rad001/ATO combination than each drug alone. (C) The number of autophagic vacuoles/cell was quantified in cells treated with control, Rad001, ATO, and their combination. Thirty cells were counted in each group. (D) Autophagosome analysis through GFP-LC3 expression. The cells were transfected with GFP-LC3 plasmid and treated with single drug or their combination. The cells were then fixed with paraformaldehyde and visualized with epifluorescence. Yellow arrows indicate the punctuate pattern of GFP-LC3, representative of autophagosome, and nuclei were visualized through DAPI staining. The number of GFP-LC3 punctuate dots/cell was quantified with 50 GFP+ cells in each group in the lower panel.
by Rad001 can lead to compensatory activation of AKT through upregulation of IGF1R/PI3K pathway (Serra et al. 2011). It appears that addition of ATO can repress the compensatory activation of AKT, resulting in sustained inhibition of the pathway. Consistent with this observation, we found that there was profound synergistic reduction of phospho-4E-BP1, which is a downstream target of mTOR in both cell lines. We did not observe similar inhibition of other targets of mTOR such as p70S6K and eIF4E, which may have different mechanisms of regulation.

ERK1/ERK2 (also known as p42/p44MAPK respectively and officially named MAPK 1 and 3) are two isoforms of ERK that belong to the family of MAPKs, which include ERK5, the JNK1/2/3, and the p38 MAP kinases (p38 a,b,d,c). These enzymes are activated through a sequential phosphorylation cascade that amplifies and transduces signals from the cell membrane to the nucleus (Martin & Pognonec 2009).

It has been shown that constitutive activation of ERK by active Raf, cadmium, or IGF1 receptor induces autophagic programed cell death (Cagnol & Chambard 2009). In addition, ERK activity has been associated with autophagy and autophagic cell death in many cancer cell lines in response to different stresses, such as aurantricarboxylic acid in human colorectal cancer cell line HT29, soyasaponins in human colon adenocarcinoma HCT-15, and L929 cells (Pattingre et al. 2003, Bjorkoy et al. 2005). Conversely, in human ovarian cancer cells, cytoplasmic sequestration of ERK by PEA-15 has been shown to promote autophagy (Bartholomeusz et al. 2008). We studied ERK in our experimental system and as shown in Fig. 4D, there was a reduction of p-ERK1 expression in response to

Figure 4 Combination of ATO and Rad001 induces apoptosis and autophagy in SKOV3 and OV2008 ovarian cancer cells. Combination treatment increased the levels of Atg5–Atg12 (A) and decreased the levels of p-AKT, p-4E-BP1 compared with Rad001 or ATO alone (B). Rad001 treatment decreased expression levels of p-p70S6K and p-4E-BP1. In SKOV3 cell line, ATO could induce the express of p-p70S6K protein level. p-eIF4E protein level did not change significantly in response to the combination treatment in both cells. (C) Beclin1 (Atg6) level did not change in response to the combination treatment. (D) p-ERK1 protein level decreased more pronouncedly in response to the combination treatment than single-drug treatment. The p-JNK protein level was similar in different treatment groups.
combination treatment compared with Rad001 or ATO alone in both the SKOV3 and the OV2008 cell lines. On the other hand, there was no significant change in JNK signaling pathway (Fig. 4D), suggesting that MAPK pathway is unlikely to be the cause of the induction of autophagy.

Beclin1 (Atg6) is critical for the initiation of autophagy pathway (Wirawan et al. 2012). However, as shown in Fig. 4C, there was no synergistic induction of Atg6 in the ovarian cancer cell lines in response to the combination treatment, suggesting that the induction of autophagy is not merely a response to increased level of the initiator of autophagy.

In summary, Rad001 and ATO combination treatment of ovarian cancer cells results in synergistic induction of autophagy and apoptosis likely as a result of sustained inhibition of AKT-mTOR pathway as well as inhibition of specific downstream targets such as 4E-BP1.

Rad001 and ATO combination inhibited growth of ovarian cancer xenograft

We next determined whether the synergy of ATO and Rad001 exists in a preclinical ovarian cancer xenograft model. We initiated tumor growth with s.c. injection of SKOV3 cells on the flanks of SCID mice. When tumor size reached ~100 mm³, we started daily i.p. injection of the two compounds followed by measurement of tumor sizes and body weight on every fourth day (6 tumors/group). We used ATO at a dose of 2.5 mg/kg per day and Rad001 at a dose of 1 mg/kg per day according to the literature (Pattingre et al. 2003, Mabuchi et al. 2007b, Aide et al. 2010). As shown in Fig. 5A, combination of Rad001 and ATO more significantly inhibited SKOV3 xenograft tumor growth than treatment with either compound alone (*P < 0.05 compared with untreated animals and **P < 0.05 compared with Rad001-treated animals or ATO-treated animals). On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5B, body weights were not significantly different among the different groups (*P > 0.05 compared with untreated animals and **P > 0.05 compared with Rad001-treated animals or ATO-treated animals), suggesting little side effects. No complications such as anaphylaxis and skin necrosis were observed throughout the course of the study. We also examined the autophagosome formation in the xenograft tumors by transmission electron microscopic analysis. Consistent with the in vitro results, combination of the two compounds increased autophagosome formation in the xenograft tumors (Fig. 5C). The increase of autophagy was also confirmed at the molecular level by the increase of LC3-1 and LC3-2 levels in the combination treated tumors compared with tumors that received single compound treatment (Fig. 5D). These results strongly suggest that Rad001 and ATO synergize with each other to inhibit ovarian cancer growth, establishing a foundation for future clinical testing in patients.

Discussion

Many novel agents have been developed that target-specific molecular pathways that are responsible for the malignant behavior of tumor cells for increased therapeutic efficacy and minimal side effects. However, some do not show clinical efficacy and for others resistance commonly occurs after initial therapeutic benefits. A common cause for the above observations is that tumor cells activate compensatory pathways rendering the inhibitor ineffective (Dong et al. 2010). Combination therapies targeting multiple pathways simultaneously have the potential to overcome this problem and benefit cancer patients.

Ovarian cancer represents some of the deadliest human malignancies. Although PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway has been shown to be an important growth stimulatory pathway, mTOR inhibitors such as Rad001 have not been shown to be useful clinically as single agents (O’Reilly & McSheehy 2010). Therefore, we searched for agents that may synergize with Rad001 in killing ovarian cancer cells, focusing on those that are already in clinical use. We found that ATO, a drug that has been clinically useful for certain type of leukemia, can synergize with Rad001 and increase apoptosis and autophagy appear to be responsible for their synergistic effect.

In recent decades, studies in the field of cell death have focused on understanding the molecular mechanisms of apoptosis. In addition to canonical apoptosis (type I apoptosis) and necrosis, there is evidence that cells can die through alternative pathways. Autophagic or type II cell death, characterized by abundant autophagic vacuoles in the cytoplasm of dying cells, has been described in recent years (Lin et al. 2010). Type II cell death occurs because of persistent autophagy with excessive degradation of cellular components essential for survival (Ciuffreda et al. 2010). Two major pathways that regulate autophagy in mammalian cells are the PI3K–AKT–mTOR pathway and the AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) pathway. The PI3K–AKT–mTOR pathway is activated by the binding of growth factors such as insulin-like growth factors 1 (IGF1) to their receptor. Activated PI3K converts PIP2 to PIP3 to
activate AKT. AMPK is normally activated by its upstream kinase LKB-1 or by an increased intracellular ratio of AMP/ATP. Active AMPK directly phosphorylates TSC2 and inhibits mTOR to activate autophagy. Activated mTOR phosphorylates 4EBP-1 and p70S6K, which lead to protein translation and tumor growth (Kim et al. 2008, Noske et al. 2008, Schmid et al. 2010).

Cytoreductive surgery and empirical combination of chemotherapeutics have improved 5-year survival for ovarian cancer patients but have not increased the overall rate of cure. Poor outcomes are at least in part due to delay in diagnosis and to the subpopulations of ovarian cancer cells that become resistant to conventional chemotherapeutic drugs (Karam & Dorigo 2012). With the increased understanding of the molecular, cellular, and clinical biology of ovarian cancer comes the hope of personalized therapy with molecularly targeted agents (Friday & Adjei 2008, Bast 2011). Activation of the PI3K pathway is observed in more than one-third of high-grade serous ovarian cancers. A small fraction of cancers contain activating mutations of PIK3CA, inactivating mutations of PTEN, or amplification of AKT, and a larger fraction exhibits autocrine/paracrine growth factor stimulation (Bast 2011). PI3K activity prevents apoptosis and increases drug resistance (Lin et al. 2001). PI3K inhibitors slow the growth of human ovarian cancer xenografts and enhance paclitaxel response (Uddin et al. 2010). Currently, inhibitors of mTOR, AKT, and PI3K are being evaluated in a variety of tumor types. However, because of compensatory activation of other signaling molecules, inhibition of multiple pathways will be required to achieve better efficacy.

ATO is a metalloid that exhibits potent antineoplastic effects in vitro and in vivo (Platanias 2009). It is a potent inducer of autophagy in leukemia cells. The induction of autophagy appears to require...
activation of the MEK/ERK pathway but not the AKT/mTOR or JNK pathways (Goussetis et al. 2010). ATO induces autophagy and apoptosis in human glioma cells in vitro and in vivo through downregulation of survivin (Chiu et al. 2011), but significant side effects limit its clinical utility. Our finding that ATO can synergize with Rad001 through induction of autophagic cell death provides us with a novel therapeutic modality to increase the efficacy and reduce the side effects of existing drugs. An example similar to this is the combination treatment of fibrosarcoma with ATO and irradiation (Chiu et al. 2010).

The main finding of our study is that combination of ATO and Rad001 induces apoptosis of ovarian cancer cells in a synergistic manner and enhanced autophagy is likely a major underlying mechanism. Apoptosis has long been established as a form of programmed cell death and is known to be a key component of tumor suppression. The apoptotic pathways are well studied, and the role of autophagy in modulating apoptosis has been convincingly documented in vivo. For example, overexpression of wild-type Atg1 in Drosophila elicits a strong autophagic response, and cells that have high levels of Atg1 are selectively and rapidly eliminated (Berry & Baehrecke 2007, 2008, Dutta & Baehrecke 2008, Batlevi et al. 2010). The co-activation of autophagy and apoptosis has also been observed in cancer cells (Gao et al. 2010, Lian et al. 2010, Liang 2010, Rubinstein et al. 2011, Zhou et al. 2011). Simultaneous induction of autophagy and apoptosis likely leads to cell death in response to the combination treatment of histone deacetylase inhibitor and the Bcl-2 homology domain-3 mimetic GX15-070 in leukemic cells (Wei et al. 2010). Our results demonstrate that ATO can synergize with Rad001 to enhance autophagy and induce cell death in vitro and in a xenograft model. Such novel combinatorial chemotherapeutics may represent a new direction to develop therapies for ovarian cancer.
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